INVITATION
Nordic built project partners, Grundejernes Investeringsfond and the City of
Copenhagen invites you to the Nordic conference

LIVING IN LIGHT

PEOPLE BEFORE BUILDINGS

May 23
2017
Copenhagen

The conference will investigate daylight as a starting point when
transforming existing buildings and houses for modern living.
Keynote presentations, breakout sessions, networking, and the
building industries 1:1 solutions will inspire and challenge the way
we think, design and build with daylight today.

Ellebo Garden Room, KAB, Ballerup

Living in Light, Valby Project

THE CHALLENGE TODAY

OUTCOME

The building industry and existing buildings today are defined
and affected by a growing population and at the same time
trying to keep up with legislative demands and
technological development. The conditions are pressuring the
building sector and set the bar high for what we demand of
our livable buildings. The building sector has an important
responsibility in ensuring the quality of life for people while
transforming existing buildings.

•

Nordic co-creation of visions
for the potential of daylight for
the Nordic cities and building
sector - putting people before
buildings

•

Insights into potentials
for building sustainably through
the vision of living in light with
regard to sustainability bottom
lines - and the Nordic Built charter
points

•

Learn
from visions, test experiences,
analysis and applied solutions

Right now, apartments in the condensed areas are often
inadequate, so we need to answer the question: How do we
put to the fore our holistic approach to human beings and
daylight while transforming our existing buildings and houses?
The conference focuses on the potential of daylight to
transform the existing and future buildings to meet the needs
of human beings. The conference offers you the
opportunity to discuss visions with the Nordic building sector,
already known for its humanistic and sustainable approach.
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PROGRAMME
The conference takes you through the phases:
AWARENESS
Why is a new mindset necessary? A historical-philosophical kickstart of awareness
Carsten Thau, professor at KADK - The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts
What is the transformation needed to ensure and grow the quality of future living in Nordic Cities?
Trine Pertou Mach, manager at the Nordic Built Foundation
Discovering light that shape our lives and buildings - a photographic journey
Bert Teunissen, photographer

POTENTIALS
Daylight in buildings - a driver for human health and wellbeing. Newest research in applied lighting design
and architecture
Federico Favero, lecturer and program coordinator at the Royal Institute of Technology
BREAKOUT SESSIONS - Learn from experiences and co-create with:
Nordic Built Active Roofs and Facades in Sustainable Buildings
Cenergia, Copenhagen City Properties (KEjd), KAB, WSP Group, VTT, ZED Consulting, AVENTA, Hoyer
Finseth, Ecovent, Gate 21, FBBB, Kuben Management, Demos, Gaia Solar
Nordic Built Living in Light
Kuben Management, VELUX Danmark, VELUX Norge, Reiulf Ramstad Architects, Svendborg Architects,
Nordström Kelly Arkitekter, NCC Construction, VELFAC, Cenergia, Gate 21, Torben Thyregod and Ishøy &
Madsen

TRANSFORMATION
Realising the vision for light in future architecture
Reiulf Ramstad, architect and managing director at Ramstad Architects
Towards future transformations
Tor Nørretranders, author and lecturer

SHOWCASES
The Living in Light BOX
Svendborg Architects, Copenhagen
Municipality, The Danish Ministry
of Transport, Building and Housing,
UDP Danish Energy Agency, VELFAC,
VELUX, EcoVent, Torben Thyregod,
AVENTA and Husfabrikken
The Daylight Lab
KADK - The Royal Danish Academy of
Fine Arts, Schools of Architecture,
Design and Conservation
Photo exhibition from ArtEZ University
of the Arts

REGISTRATION
TICKETS

SECURE YOUR SEAT TODAY:
www.trippus.net/LivingInLight17

WELCOME EVENT

On May 22 The Municipality of Copenhagen
invites you to a welcome event at
Copenhagen City Hall.
Meet Tina Saaby, City architect of
Copenhagen and Rolf Gertslauer, professor
at AHO, get a tour of City Hall and
experience the famous ”Rådhuspandekager”
(Pancakes).
The event is from 17.00-19.00, and the price is 100 DKK
including a ticket to Tivoli. Register when you buy your
conference ticket.

INFORMATION
WHEN
May 23
09.00-17.00

WHERE

The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts
Schools of Architecture, Design
and Conservation
Philip de Langes Allé 10
1435 København K

PRICE

750 DKK
Pay with invoice or
VISA/Mastercard

TARGET GROUPS

All who work with:
City planning
Architecture
Social housing
Building refurbishing
Sustainability in the built environment

CONTACT

Kuben Management
Jakob Klint
jk@kubenman.dk
Gate 21
Signe Poulsen
signe.poulsen@gate21.dk

CONFERENCE PARTNERS

The conference is financed through the Nordic Built
projects ”Living in Light” and ”Active Roofs & Facades in Sustainable Renovation” and
Grundejernes Investeringsfond.
The conference is further organized through a strategic partnership with:
The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation
(KADK), The Oslo School of Architecture and Design (AHO), The Municipality of Copenhagen and
The Danish Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing.

KEY NOTE SPEAKERS

BERT TEUNISSEN

Nowhere in Europe exists a visual
archive comparable to that of Bert
that has the potential to show future generations a culture of living in
light that has existed for centuries.

TRINE PERTOU MACH
Trine is deeply engaged in
sustainability and the human
perspective as core to everything
we do – from buildings, over
livable cities, to Nordic and global
policies.
She is former senior innovation
adviser in Nordic Innovation and
manager of Nordic Built and has a
specialisation in human rights.

TOR NØRRETRANDERS
Tor (born 1955) is an independent
author, thinker and lecturer based
in Copenhagen, Denmark. Among
his 20+ books, the best known is
”The User Illusion” about
consciousness, perception and
information (1998).
His most recent book, co-authored
with artist Olafur Eliasson, is
”Light! The light in life and the life
in light” (2015).

CARSTEN THAU

Carsten Thau is professor at KADK
in Copenhagen, where he has
inspired generations of architecture
students, along with a broad public
audience, with his unique insights in
architecture as a meeting point of
time and space and his ability the
tell us the story.
Carsten is building bridges between
the past, the present and the future
of architecture leading towards the
potential of transformation in/by
people and buildings.

*It is a nordic conference, but speeches will mainly be in english.

Economic development, globalisation, the introduction of European
regulations, new technologies and
thedestruction of landscape are all
factors changing homes and lives.
What insights of life in light does the
visual archive bring to the fore?

REIULF RAMSTAD
Reiulf is a Norwegian architect. In
1995, he graduated from the Venice
School of Architecture and founded
Reiulf Ramstad architect firm.
Reiulf have earned a reputation
for creating bold, simple architecture with a strong connection to
the Scandinavian context and the
impressive Scandinavian landscape
in particular.
Common for all his projects are that
they are driven by a genuine
dedication to humanist values.

FEDERICO FAVERO
Federico is a lecturer and program
coordinator for the master in
Architectural Lighting Design at
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
in Stockholm.
The education attracts students
from all over the world with its
humanistic approach to daylight
as fundamental to architecture
and essential for human wellbeing.

